This work addresses a problem named video colocalization that aims at localizing the objects in videos jointly. Although there are numerous cues available for this purpose, for example, saliency, motion, and joint, their robust fusion can be quite challenging at times due to their spatial inconsistencies. To overcome this, in this paper, we propose a novel appearance fusion method where we fuse appearance models derived from these cues rather than spatially fusing their maps. In this method, we evaluate the cues in terms of their reliability and consensus to guide the appearance fusion process. We also develop a novel joint cue relying on topological hierarchy. We utilize the final fusion results to produce a few candidate bounding boxes and for subsequent optimal selection among them while considering the spatiotemporal constraints. The proposed method achieves promising results on the YouTube Objects dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic localization of commonly occurring objects in videos, also known as video co-localization, is a very challenging task. It is a critical problem in the computer vision research because it encodes the prerequisite 'where' for the generic 'what' and 'how' tasks such as object recognition [1] and action discovery [2] , [3] . Recent deep learning studies have advanced the relevant research greatly, but a limited amount of annotated training data often constrains them. To ease the data annotation constraint, weakly supervised approaches [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] have attracted increasing interest in recent years. In this paper, we develop a weakly supervised approach, specifically focusing on localizing the commonly occurring primary objects in videos. By weakly-supervised approach, we mean that it requires weaker annotation (video label) than the expected output (bounding box).
There are a few exciting challenges that dynamic videos pose compared to the static images for effectively solving this problem of co-localization. First, there is an increased data volume (many frames in a video compared to single in an image). Moreover, there are many near-duplicates for each frame. Note that both the foreground similarity and the background variation are essential for effective co-localization. It is called variation vs. similarity issue in these joint frameworks since it's not readily known what's the foreground and the background. While the near-duplicates case is a rare phenomenon in images, it is not so in the case of videos. The near-duplicates issue makes it quite challenging to find suitable neighbors for K. R. Jerripothula iss with the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, IIIT Delhi, New Delhi, Delhi, 110020 India e-mail: (see http://www.michaelshell.org/contact.html).
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Visual Saliency Motion Saliency video frames because the nearest-neighbors approach, usually taken for images, would deem these near-duplicates as their neighbors. There would be hardly any background variation then. Thus, these contradicting requirements make reliance on the nearest neighbors approach problematic. Second, as we can see in Fig. 1 , although videos, compared to images, are facilitated with motion saliency cues [9] in addition to the visual saliency cues [10] , fusing them can be quite challenging, for the lack of spatial consensus on likelihoods. There are very few pixels which have similar likelihoods (foreground or background). Such spatial inconsistencies (lack of spatial consensus) are quite likely to happen because these priors have very different goals during their development. We can also observe in the figure that green-bordered ones are readily good; one may wonder if we should bother to fuse them with the bad other? This observation raises reliability issues also while fusing. The situation becomes further complicated when another cue, namely co-saliency as learned through weak supervision, is also brought into the picture. Third, the spatiotemporal constraints, such as edge awareness and smoothness, must also be taken into consideration in the video individually while co-localizing the objects in videos collectively. Previously, [11] , [12] dealt with the above challenges by sampling the frames, discovering the objects in the sampled frames, tracking the objects discovered, fusing the cues spatially, and selecting optimal generic object proposals. There are a few problems with these approaches. Firstly, essential changes in the non-sampled frames may miss out. Therefore, a method to handle all the frames is required. In this paper, we accomplish this through a topological-hierarchy approach.
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The reason for using topological-hierarchy is that we can now exploit topological relations (i.e., the properties preserved through deformations) for generating co-saliency maps at multiple levels of the hierarchy having varying degrees (from high to low) of both the variation and the similarity. We can then strategically combine these co-saliency maps at various levels for the development of the final issue-free co-saliency map.
However, the nearest neighbor approach, generally used for images, would deal with only one degree in the case of videos: very low variation and very high similarity due to nearduplicates. In this way, the topological-hierarchy approach allows us to use any image co-saliency methodology on the video frames, which is otherwise tricky due to the presence of near-duplicates. Secondly, fusing different cues spatially without addressing inconsistency and reliability issues can prove to be detrimental. Therefore, there should be a way to evaluate and incorporate consensus and reliability constraints into the fusion process. Instead of fusing different priors in the spatial domain like in [11] , in this paper, we explore the appearance domain where we merge different appearance models generated from the priors into one appearance model. There are also some works [13] , [12] that combine these priors as energy terms with the help of trade-off parameters in their energy functions; however, parameter settings usually need to be varied according to the nature of the video. We can attempt to automate this process, maybe by incorporating the constraints discussed: the consensus between the priors and reliability of each of the priors. Lastly, note that the generic object proposals, generally used for these problems, are learned over limited categories; this very much limits the capability of weak supervision when applied to other categories. Therefore, in this paper, we try to generate proposals using the fusion result itself, which has benefited from weak supervision. Once generated, they also need to be selected while accounting for spatiotemporal constraints, as studied in [14] , [13] . For instance, [13] develops spatiotemporal saliency prior for segmentation. However, in our case, since we build our final localization step centered around the fusion result itself, we design our spatiotemporal constraints accordingly.
Specifically, our approach is to fuse different cues in the appearance domain while accounting for consensus and reliability constraints. We merge them as appearance models. We use GMM (Gaussian Mixtures Model) for modeling the appearance. While we keep the distribution parameters of GMM components intact while fusing, we incorporate consensus and reliability constraints into the computation of their weights. The fused appearance model yields the required fusion result as a rough object mask. The three cues which we fuse in this paper are co-saliency, visual saliency, and motion saliency. While we propose a novel topological hierarchy based co-saliency cue, we use the existing methods [10] , [9] for generating the remaining ones, respectively. We create a topological hierarchy through repeated clustering. First, we cluster all the frames in the dataset, then their representatives are clustered, and so on. We use image co-saliency generation algorithms to generate co-saliency maps at multiple levels, which are then combined to generate the required co-saliency cue. Our final localization step is fusion-result centric, where we generate the proposals and score them based on the fusion result itself. They are selected based on these scores while respecting our spatiotemporal constraint on proposal coordinates. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed method achieves better results compared to the state-of-the-art video co-localization methods on the YouTube Objects dataset.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold: 1) fusion of multiple cues in the appearance domain; 2) topological hierarchy based co-saliency approach to allow usage of existing image co-saliency algorithms in videos while tackling the issue due to near-duplicates; 3) mask-centric proposal generation followed by spatiotemporally constrained optimization for localization.
II. RELATED WORKS A. Co-saliency
The work in [15] uses the co-saliency cue effectively in the co-segmentation problem. A cluster-based co-saliency method was proposed in [16] , where the developed cues are fused spatially. As far as videos are concerned, the term video cosaliency (different from video saliency [17] ) was introduced by [18] to eventually to video co-segmentation while integrating different saliency cues. An interesting way of generating such cues, using object proposals, was proposed in [19] . Other similar fusion approaches [20] , [21] fuse raw saliency maps of different images to generate co-saliency maps. To the best of our knowledge, only [22] , [23] are related to hierarchy based co-saliency detection. Our topological hierarchical co-saliency idea is quite different. While the hierarchy represented in [23] depicts different scales of the image, the hierarchy in this paper depicts different topological levels of the dataset. And while [23] uses hierarchical segmentation [24] to obtain the cosaliency, we use existing co-saliency idea to obtain topological hierarchy based co-saliency.
B. Co-localization
Co-localization, similar to co-segmentation, uses multiple images but to output bounding box around the object. It was introduced by [25] . Initially, image co-localization methods were developed, such as [25] , [26] , [27] , later extended to video colocalization methods. For example, the image co-localization method [25] was extended to the video co-localization method [28] , where a quadratic optimization-based framework was proposed. The image co-localization method [26] extends to the video co-localization method [11] , where the authors propose a spatial fusion-based approach using the raw saliency maps. Then, an unsupervised image co-localization method [27] extends to a video co-localization method [12] , which can localize the dominant objects even without necessarily requiring the image or video labels.
Specifically, [28] and [29] are two frameworks that jointly locate common objects across the videos all at once. In [28] , it used the quadratic programming framework to co-select bounding box proposals in all the video frames together. While in [29] , it formed candidate tubes and co-selected tubes across the videos to locate the shared object. Recently, [12] proposed to develop foreground confidence for bounding boxes and select optimal ones while maintaining temporal consistency. However, it is a computationally intensive method requiring to match hundreds of proposals for a large number of frames of different videos. [11] , [30] propose an efficient way by proposing co-saliency activated tracklets that locates the objects individually through co-saliency developed jointly for some sampled frames. However, such an approach may miss some significant changes that occur in the non-activators (non-sampled frames).
In contrast, we make up for this limitation by building a topological hierarchy on all the frames. Furthermore, we fuse appearance models instead of maps of cues, as performed in [11] , [30] . [31] reports improved co-localization in videos by using certain pre-trained deep learning networks and motion cues. However, such approaches are limited to the categories that the pre-trained network has seen during the initial training process.
III. PROPOSED METHOD A. Overview
Our main goal is to fuse different priors (co-saliency, visual saliency, motion saliency) in the appearance domain while incorporating consensus and reliability constraints into the fusion process. We do this for generating rough object masks required for localizing the objects. Our proposed method is as follows. First, since we cannot directly use image cosaliency methods for generating video co-saliency due to nearduplicates, we develop topological hierarchical co-saliency to allow image co-saliency methods to generate video cosaliency also. Second, with the availability of the three priors, we generate different appearance models via their tri-maps and fuse them to make one appearance model. This new appearance model is used to create a rough object mask. Third, we conduct localization entirely based on the obtained rough object mask. We use it to generate the proposals, score them, and use their coordinates to enforce spatiotemporal constraints.
B. Co-saliency Generation
We develop a topological hierarchy for generating cosaliency cues. The topological hierarchy of video frames provides us a multi-level representation of topological relationships existing in the dataset. Such a representation facilitates the strategic exploitation of multi-level co-saliency maps to generate a final one. Denote such a dataset as V = {V 1 , V 2 , ..., V n } having total n videos. Let each video be denoted as
, set of the comprising frames.
We build our topological hierarchy of frames in the following manner: At the ground level (denoted as F 0 ), all the video frames are present. At a level higher than F 0 is F 1 , where the representatives of F 0 are present. Similarly, F 2 consists of representatives of F 1 , and so on. Note that in particular level of the hierarchy. We choose frames nearest to the k-means cluster centers as the representative frames. We adjust the number of clusters in a manner that there are 15 frames on an average in a cluster. The hierarchy building is terminated when the variation is above a certain threshold, or the number of representatives is less than a minimum number (i.e., the desired average number of frames in a cluster: 15).
Once we generate the hierarchy, we can now use an image co-saliency technique in [20] to generate co-saliency maps at multiple levels using the frames available at the lower levels. Now, the idea behind image co-saliency in [20] is to warp saliency maps of other images to the representative image for obtaining a generalized co-saliency for the representative image first and then to propagate these generalized co-saliency maps to other images by warping them back for obtaining their co-saliency maps. [20] used only a two-level hierarchy. In our case, since we have multiple levels, we start from the lowest level and generate co-saliency maps at each level progressively using the co-saliency maps (saliency maps in the case of F 1 because there are no co-saliency maps yet for the for F 0 ) of the lower level, up to the highest one. The idea is to witness the varying degrees of similarity and variation at multiple levels, and benefit from all, not just the bottom-most level (F 0 ), a kind of nearest neighborhood approach. Now, with co-saliency maps available at multiple levels (except F 0 ), as far as propagation is concerned, we start disseminating from the highest level generating a new cosaliency map at each level for ultimately yielding the cosaliency maps of F 0 . For this propagation step, we set the weights for the fusion of disseminating warped saliency maps and the current co-saliency map (saliency map for F 0 ) at a particular level to the number of levels covered so far while propagating and one, respectively. Such a weight-assignment appropriately acknowledges the importance of disseminating warped co-saliency maps over the current one. In this way, we can eventually generate final co-saliency maps at F 0 level as well, which had only saliency maps at the beginning. Now that co-saliency cue required for appearance fusion (to be discussed in the next section) is available for each frame, let us denote the developed co-saliency cue as P c for a frame.
Essentially, in the topological hierarchy co-saliency approach, we have extended the [20] co-saliency method for its application on video frames by applying it at multiple levels, Fig. 3 . A representation of our appearance fusion idea, where we stack the components of different appearance models into one appearance model. Note how the distribution parameters of different components (means and variances) just get transferred here. Similarly, the distributions parameters of our GMM components also just get transferred to create the new appearance model. instead of just two, of our hierarchy.
C. Appearance Fusion
In the previous sub-section, we developed co-saliency cue (P c ), which we fuse with the existing visual-saliency (denoted as P v ) [10] and motion saliency (denoted as P m ) [9] cues. These cues are effective in different scenarios. For example, (i) in simple backgrounds, visual saliency itself is sufficient; (ii) in complex backgrounds, the jointly-processed co-saliency prove to be more effective than visual saliency; (iii) in the case of unique motion of the moving objects, the motion saliency is more effective regardless of whether the background is simple or complex. However, none of them is foolproof. Intuitively, we should combine them for better object discovery [33] ; however, they are usually inconsistent, and fusion can perform worse than when used individual at times. The reason behind such spatial inconsistency is that any individual cue has its own goal. Therefore, we explore the appearance domain for the fusion of these priors. In the appearance domain, we deal more with global appearance than local details. The idea here is to fuse the appearance models developed from these priors into one new appearance model. Firstly, we created tri-maps from the priors. From these tri-maps, we generated respective appearance models. We then stacked all the foreground GMM components into one new foreground GMM and all the background GMM components into one new background GMM as shown in Fig. 3 .
In essence, we assign the distribution parameters of existing components to the distribution parameters of components of new GMMs. However, we cannot just transfer the weights for these components; they need to be determined. These weights can be seen as fusion weights in the appearance domain. To facilitate the computation of these weights, we create a map called consensus aware reliability score map for incorporating our consensus and reliability constraints. We develop the map using the signed sum of reliability scores of the cues at the pixel level. The signs account for consensus amongst the priors for each pixel. Therefore, it results in a map that takes into account both the constraints. The weights of the components are computed as average scores of the components' pixels in the map. In this way, we create a new appearance model, which is ready to be used for segmenting out the object roughly.
Let the set of cues be denoted as P. In the current problem context, P = {P k |k = c, v, m}. Let I be the frame into consideration along with its pixel domain D.
GMM: In order to develop GMMs, we need tri-maps, which are developed in the following way. For a cue k, let Saliency Values Frequency Fig. 4 . The reliability scores are developed using the computed overlap between Gaussian fits of foreground and background distributions (developed through Otsu thresholding). The lesser the overlap, the more the reliability score.
where superscripts (f, b, u) denote foregound, background and unspecified regions of the tri-map and their corresponding labels in the tri-map are 1, -1 and 0, respectively. If p denotes a pixel, it gets assigned to a particular region of T k based on the following criterion:
where φ k denotes Otsu threshold value of P k for obtaining the background seeds. From these tri-maps, respective GMMs are modeled. Every GMM appearance model consists of C components (typically, 5, as suggested in the grabcut strategy [34] ) each for the foreground and background distributions. We simply mix these components of different GMMs, separately for foreground and background, to create a new GMM. The new GMM now consists of total 3 × C components each for the foreground and background distributions. Each of these components are required to be appropriately weighted for effective object discovery through grabcut optimization [34] .
In this way, we reduce the problem of fusion of cues in the spatial domain to the problem of fusion in the appearance domain. GMM weights: In this section, we will discuss how we appropriately weight our appearance model (GMM) components. Any GMM (foreground/background) component holds three parameters: weights (π), means (µ) and co-variances (σ). While we keep the computation of µ's and σ's same as in the grabcut optimization [34] , we alter only the GMM weights. In the original Grabcut strategy, a pixel belonged to a single component; therefore, weights of these components were computed as the fraction of the spatial domain that belonged to the particular component. However, now a pixel belongs to multiple components (one from each cue), we design the weights differently. If G(c) denotes the subset of the spatial domain that belongs to the c th component, i.e., G(c) = {D(p)|p → c}, we weight component c based on how well it supports this appearance fusion guided by reliability and consensus constraints. For this purpose, we use the map called consensus aware reliability map (X) developed by us. 
The GMM weight π(c) for c th component is determined as the following:
where we essentially compute the weight of c th component as the average score of the pixels that belonged to G(c). In this way, we attain the weights required for fusion in the appearance domain. Note that since these weights need to sum to 1, we normalize these weights accordingly. We develop the consensus aware reliability map (X) using
where we do the signed sum of reliability scores ψ(·) of the priors for each pixel. By the signed sum, we mean coefficients could be 1, -1, or 0 depending upon pixel's value in a particular tri-map. Essentially, if the signs are similar for a particular pixel, there is a consensus. We design the equation such that: if the consensus is high, the score will also be as high as possible, and if the consensus is poor, the score will become as low as possible. Note that the reliability score ψ(·) is computed using [20] for a given cue. [20] computes these reliability scores according to the overlap between Gaussian fits of foreground and background distributions (developed using the Otsu's threshold), as shown in Fig. 4 . The lesser the overlap, the more the reliability score. The labels T k (p) ∈ {1, −1, 0} of respective tri-maps form coefficients of these scores. Such design brings out both the consensus concept and reliability quite nicely: if they are reliable and they agree with each other in terms of their known labels, the score will be high. By known labels, we mean foreground (1) and background (-1) labels. Table I demonstrates all the possible values that we would obtain in X depending upon the different cases that arise with the available cues: P c, P v and P m . It can be seen that as the consensus reduces from top to bottom, the obtained score also decreases gradually. Note that we have united (using 'or') different cases in the table to save space if the same score is obtained. A total of 3 |P| cases are possible if |P| cues are available.
Since we are interested only in a rough object mask for localization, we consider the resultant mask of grabcut strategy with this modification after a single iteration itself as the required rough object mask. Note that the foreground pixels in the rough object mask may not be sufficiently accurate enough to effectively localize the video objects because we haven't yet examined the spatiotemporal constraints.
D. Masked Spatiotemporal Localization
In this section, firstly, we discuss how we generate several bounding box proposals using our rough object masks. Secondly, we discuss how we develop a graph using these proposals. Lastly, we discuss how we generate a single tube optimized over the graph.
Bounding-Box Proposal Generation: We build a bounding-box upon edge pixels of an object. We identify nearest edge pixels (from the edge map) of foreground pixels (from our rough object mask) as these edge pixels of the object. Specifically, we create distance-transform of the edge map and then find the nearest edges for foreground pixels of our mask. We use vl imdisttf function in vlfeat [35] library for this purpose. A reference bounding box is generated over the extreme edge pixels in the image, as shown in Fig. 5 to help in scoring candidate bounding box proposals generated from available edge pixels of the object. We consider only those bounding boxes as candidates that contain centroid of the foreground pixels and pass through sampled edge pixels (for efficient computation later on). The requirement of having centroid within the bounding box ensures limiting the candidates while respecting our object mask sufficiently. Denote B j i as a set of such proposals in the frame F j i . Graph: For any video, we construct a directed graph G < H, L > which connects the bounding box proposals from adjacent frames as shown in the Fig. 6 , where H denotes a set of all the bounding box proposals as nodes, and L denotes the set of linkages that connect the nodes. For simplified notations,
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Edge-map Object Mask Nearest Edges Proposals Fig. 5 . Generation of bounding box proposals: (i) Using the distance transform of the edge map, we obtain the nearest edges of foreground pixels of rough object mask. (ii) We create a reference box using the extremes of these nearest edges. (iii) Several proposals generated using these nearest edges in a sampled manner such that the centroid of the foreground segment remain inside the proposal.
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Bounding-box Nodes Fig. 6 . Graph to represent the bounding boxes as nodes and overlaps as linkages.
let H and L also denote the sets of weights of nodes and edges, respectively. While its perimeter weights each proposal (node), the linkages between proposals of adjacent frames are weighted by Euclidean distance in terms of top, bottom, left, and right coordinates. Since the highest perimeter is possible only for our reference bounding box, the higher the perimeter means closer is the proposal to reference. And more the distance between proposals from adjacent frames, lesser is their overlap. We also add source and target nodes at the two ends of the graph to facilitate the formulation of the shortest path problem to select optimal proposals for localization of the objects.
Objective Function: The goal of the shortest path problem is to traverse a path from source to target at the lowest possible cost. Denote the edge selection variable and the node selection variable as z and y, respectively. Since the selection of edges inherently takes care of the selection of bounding boxes also, we formulate the objective function as min y,z (m,n)∈L
where intuition is that y mn ∈ y indicates whether edge between nodes m and n (consequently the nodes also) will be part of the path or not. The cost for selecting a nodepair, computed as negative logarithm of the product of the node weights involved, encourages legitimate selection of proposals with higher parameter to signify our reliance on the mask. The cost for selecting an edge encourages linkages having higher overlap between proposals involved to ensure a spatiotemporally smooth tube. The two costs are traded off by a parameter λ. Moreover, the objective function is subjected to the requirement of selecting one candidate bounding box per frame. Another requirement is that if a linkage is selected, nodes across them must also be selected. This objective function can be easily solved using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to compute z, which gives the list of bounding boxes selected for localizing the object in each frame of the video V i . There is a similar work [36] using shortest path algorithm in the joint processing research. However, there are two main differences: (1) In [36] , the goal is image co-segmentation; therefore, local region proposals have been used. Each node represents a region proposal. In the proposed method, the goal is video co-localization; therefore, bounding box proposals have been used. Each node represents a bounding box proposal. (2) In [36] , the weights computations are based on appearance feature similarity and saliency to select appearance-wise similar and salient region proposals. In this paper, weights computation is based on bounding box coordinates (top, bottom, left and right) similarity and perimeter of the bounding box proposal to select the proposals that are coordinates-wise similar across adjacent frames and are close to our reference bounding box generated from our appearance fusion results.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup
We use the YouTube Objects dataset, which consists of 10 categories belonging to either animal (e.g., cow and cat) or vehicle (e.g., train and car). Each category has significant intra-class variation, making it a challenging dataset for video co-localization problem. We report our results using these annotations also. Following the literature, we use the CorLoc evaluation metric, i.e., the percentage of frames that satisfy the IoU (Intersection over Union)> 0.5 condition.
B. Video Co-localization Results
We evaluate the proposed technique under a weakly supervised setup. Under the weakly supervised setup, we build our topological hierarchy upon the videos of the same category by exploiting the category information. We report four types of results to demonstrate the importance of each of the proposed method's components. First, Avg. (P v , P m ) denotes results obtained by averaging P v and P m (visual and motion saliency cues); it's a baseline. Second, Avg. (P c , P v , P m ) denotes results obtained when we add the developed P c to the first one. Third, we report the results obtained by the proposed appearance fusion scheme instead of averaging. In all these three types, we use a tight bounding box across the largest foreground component of a rough object mask for obtaining the results. Fourth, we report results obtained by our full method, where we consider the spatiotemporal constraints also. It can be seen in Tables II-III that our method outperforms the existing state-of-the-art methods. We achieve around 12% and 7% relative improvement over [11] (the best so far) in terms of CorLoc and IoU metrics, respectively. From Table II , we can also note how each of our components progressively contributed: (i) upon introduction of P c , the performance improves by 4.1%; (ii) upon introduction of appearance fusion, the performance improves by 6%; and upon introduction of SPL (i.e., the proposed method), there is further improvement of 4.4%. As far as our qualitative results are concerned, while Fig. 7 demonstrates the closeness of our results (red) to the ground truths (green), the Fig. 8 demonstrates the ability of our method to handle all kinds of variations within the video.
To show the effectiveness of our topological hierarchy-based neighborhood approach over nearest-neighborhood approach in video co-localization, we run different video co-localization methods in the unsupervised mode on the entire dataset, i.e., without using the video level labels of semantic category. In such a mode, the algorithm has to entirely rely on its neighborhood building technique for jointly localizing the objects instead of human annotations of video-level labels of semantic category. The results are given in Table IV . We obtain 24% relative improvement over [11] in terms of the CorLoc metric. Note that after neglecting the video-level labels of semantic category in the unsupervised mode, our performance drops only slightly, from 65.3 to 64, which is just a drop of 1.3 CorLoc score. In contrast, there are drops of 6.7 and 5.8 Corloc scores in the case of [11] and [12] , respectively. Given such a lesser reduction in the drop when there is such an increase of diversity, it is clear that our topological hierarchy-based neighborhood approach provides a better neighborhood exposure compared to the nearest neighborhood-based approach (as adopted by [11] and [12] ) for object discovery.
Additionally, when 15k ground truths annotated by [30] are used for evaluation, we obtain a CorLoc score of 63.0 compared to 53.5 of [30] . The noteworthy drop of 2.3 compared to the score obtained against 1.4k ground truths in Table II is due to the stricter evaluation with the increased number of annotations.
C. Performance variation while varying λ λ is the only parameter in our model that gets introduced in the objective function (4) . When varied in steps of one as in Fig. 9 , it can be seen that for most categories performance remains decent for a good range (1-7) of λ and continuously deteriorates thereafter. This is because, as λ increases, the model becomes overly dependent upon smoothness and neglects to rely on our rough object mask. This results in poor choice of proposals. We fix default parameter value of λ as 5 in our experiments.
D. Execution Time
Our algorithm takes about 9 hours and 17 hours for colocalizing the objects in the YouTube Objects dataset provided we sample one frame out of every 10 and 5 frames, respectively. It is comparable to the time taken by [11] (i.e., 16 hours) and significantly less compared to the time taken by [12] (i.e., 60 hours), which samples one frame out of every 20 frames.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel approach for video colocalization through appearance fusion, where we fuse multiple cues as appearance models. Combined with other components of the proposed method, namely topological hierarchy based co-saliency and masked spatiotemporal localization, the proposed approach obtains state-of-the-art co-localization results on YouTube Objects dataset.
